ADDENDUM 3

To: All Interested Proposers
From: Linda Gonzalez/Bid Clerk
Date: February 21, 2007
Subject: Bid# 07-013, Rebuild a Microsoft Dynamics GP 9.0 Data System for the County of El Paso.

The following questions are submitted reference bid # 07-013:

1. Is the listing of the Dell products simply a means to provide expected specifications requirements or do you want “Dell” equipment?

   We expect only “Dell” equipment.

2. You state “on-site installation declined.” Is that your position or is that simply an error in the publication of the bid?

   We will install all the equipment, such as chassis and servers and racks. The only installation that is expected is the DAE installation and configuration and San Switch cascading which we should be able to schedule with our Dell Technical Account Manager. (This should be included in the purchase of the Blades and DAEs).

3. Are the warranties listed an illustration of the type of warranty desired or again are you wanting Dell specific?

   We expect only “Dell” warranties.
4. The bid provides for no labor support. Are you anticipating a need for follow-on support, once it is operational?

   Once the equipment is installed and racked we do not anticipate support other than the 4 hour parts and 24/7 tech support offered by Dell warranties.